Introduction
Previously we have reported [1] [2] [3] on the template syntheses in the M II ion-hydrazinomethanethiohydrazide [H 2 N-NH-C(=S)-NH-NH 2 ]-propanone H 3 C-C(=O)-CH 3 triple systems proceeding into metalhexacyanoferrate(II) gelatin-immobilized matrix implants (MHF-GIM, M = Co, Ni, Cu). Some details concerning the coordination of ligands formed as a result of such syntheses (what is known as chelating agent), to the corresponding metal ion were also established. According to mass-spectroscopy data, among other products of such synthesis, (6.6.6)macro-tricyclic metalcomplexes (I) with 4,6,6-trimethyl-2,3,7,8-tetraazanonen-3-dithiohydrazide-1,9, are present in small amounts. Such metalmacrocyclic species are formed in the corresponding GIM according to the probable general reaction (1) The three-dimensional structure of metalmacrocyclic compounds (I) is an open question up to now because attempts to obtain their crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis, from gelatin matrix, were unsuccesful. In this connection, it appears expedient to carry out calculation of geometrical parameters of metalcomplexes formed in the systems under examination, using any of the modern quantum-chemical methods able to provide independent objective data about their parameters. One such method is the hybrid method of density functional theory -DFT B3LYP; the present paper is devoted to enumeration and discussion of results of quantumchemical calculation using this method.
Method
The B3LYP 6-31G(d) method, which is the hybrid DFT method using Becke function (1988) including Slater exchange, by beginning with amendment including density gradient, and correlation functional of Lee, Yang and Parr, which includes local and non-local therms, [4, 5] was used by us for calculations. The energy values E were calculated according to the equation:
where V is nuclear energy of repulsion, <hP> -one-electronic (kinetic + potential) energy, 1/2<PJ(P)> -energy of electron repulsion, EX[P] -exchange functional; EC[P] -correlation functional. The 6-31G(d) basis, set where each inner atom orbital (AO) is described by six functions of Gaussian type (GTO), valence 2s AO-by three GTO, valence р-АО -by one GTO, with addition of polarization d-GTO to each р-function, was used. Conformity of the found stationary points to energy minima in all cases was proved by calculation of the second derivatives of energy on (1) Macrotricyclic M II Complexes with (N,N,N,N)-Coordinating Ligand co-ordinates of atoms. Each equilibrium structure corresponding to points of a minimum on surfaces of potential energy, had only material values of frequencies. No limitation in symmetry was imposed on calculated complexes. All calculations were performed using the Gaussian 98 program. [6] The time required to complete the quantumchemical calculations of complexes studied was 6-7 months.
Results and Discussion
The molecular structures of given template complexes obtained as a result of quantum-chemical calculations, are presented on the Figures 1-6 II complex the difference between the energy of the ground state (spin triplet) and the energy of the nearest excited state (spin singlet) is only 0.9 kJ, and, in principle, spin-isomeric coordination compounds may be expected in this case. The data concerning energies of states with various M S are presented in the Table 1 .
As may be seen (Figures 1 -6 ), in all compounds of type (I) under examination the grouping of four nitrogen atoms forming the chelate unit MN 4 is not planar. Besides, significantly, the sum of angles Incidentally, in each of the complexes considered, the four M-N bonds can be divided in two pairs of different lengths; as for distances between neighboring nitrogen atoms in the chelate units and for ∠NMN valence angles, they all differ between themselves ( Table 2 ). Upon going from Mn to Fe, the M-N bond lengths decrease, while from Fe to Co -increase, from Co to Ni -decrease again and from Ni to Zn, in a whole, increase again. The two kinds of M-N bonds indicated are fully expected: one is with «anionic» nitrogen atoms (N5) and (N6) (shorter), the other is with neutral nitrogen atoms (N1) and (N2) (longer). At the same time, the distances between M and nitrogen atoms (N3), (N4), (N7) and (N8) are relatively large -285-305 pm (Table 2) suggesting only very weak interaction. All the additional six-membered metalcycles formed as a result of template "stitching", are extremely distorted -there are no sets even of four atoms arranged in the same plane, in any of them. At the same time, any of these additional six-membered cycles is not itself planar -the (C7) carbon atom contained in it, is deflected from the N-CH 2 -CH 2 group by a considerable angle [torsion angles ∠(C7)(C3)(N2)(C4) and ∠(C7)(C4)(N1)(C3), which may be considered as a measure of this deflection, are 37. II complex, the values of given torsion angles are practically equal whereas in the case of all the other complexes studied, they differ essentially from each other.
In the free ligand, 4,6,6-trimethyl-2,3,7,8-tetraazanonen-3-dithiohydrazide-1,9, the N-N-bond lengths (N1)(N4), (N2) (N3), (N6)(N7) and (N5)(N8) are 141.7, 136.9, 141.8 and 141.7 pm, N-N distances between neighboring nitrogen atoms (N1)(N2), (N2)(N6), (N6)(N5) and (N5)(N1) -324.3, 277.4, 308.8 and 286.5 pm, respectively. As may be seen from these data, the values of N-N-bond lengths in the free ligand are similar to the ones in the complexes under examination, whereas the values of N-N distances between neighboring nitrogen atoms (N1)(N2), (N2)(N6), (N6)(N5) and (N5)(N1) are appreciably different from similar parameters for the given complexes.
The data of quantum-chemical calculation of values of standard thermodynamic parameters of metalmacrotricyclic compounds (I) under examination are presented in the Table 3 . As may be seen, ∆G values for almost each of these complexes are large and considrably positive, which is an indication on their comparatively small stability. In addition, the largest ∆G 0 f,298 value was calculated for the Fe II complex, and the smallest one for Zn II complex. Besides, thermodynamic characteristics of the considered complexes differ only slightly from the values for the free ligand 4,6,6-trimethyl-2,3,7,8-tetraazanonen-3-dithiohydrazide-1,9 (see Table 3 ).
According to the data of our calculations, all complexes with 4,6,6-trimethyl-2,3,7,8-tetraazanonen-3-dithiohydrazide-1,9 examinated here have extremely high electric dipole moments -3. N,N,N,N) -Coordinating Ligand Debye units. As may be seen, upon going from Mn to Fe the electric dipole moment increases, while from Fe to Co it decreases, from Co to Cu -increases again and from Cu to Zn -decreases again. The large values of dipoles for the complexes indicated are perfectly understandable because, as it may be seen on Figures 1 -6 , all they are distinctly asymmetric. It is extremely interesting that the electric dipole moment reaches the maximal value in the Fe II complex, for which, judging by values of valence angles and bonds lengths (Table 2) , this asymmetry must be less pronounced. Also, it is interesting that the character of change of electric dipole moment values for these complexes in the Mn-Zn series is reverse in comparison with the character of change of values of M-N bond lengths (see above).
Conclusions
As may be seen from the aforesaid, all macrotricyclic M II complexes with 4,6,6-trimethyl-2,3,7,8-tetraazanonen-3-dithiohydrazide-1,9 considered here have quasi-tetrahedral coordination of the four nitrogen donor atoms to the central M II ion. Significantly, the values of sum of valence angles ∠(N1)(M1)(N2), ∠(N2)(M1)(N6), ∠(N6)(M1)(N5) and ∠(N5)(M1)(N1) formed by the corresponding metal with two neighboring nitrogen atoms, surpass 360 о for all M II ions considered here. At the same time, the sum of non-valence angles ∠(N1)(N2)(N6), ∠(N2)(N6)(N5), ∠(N6)(N5)(N1) and ∠(N5)(N1)(N2), as a rule, is considerably smaller than 360 о (in the case of Zn -even smaller than 300 o ), which is These and similar data are of certain interest for structural coordination chemistry of macrocyclic complexes, especially as experimental determination of molecular structures of compounds considered in this paper is so far extremely difficult.
